Abstract-Our research objective is to lower intralogistics costs by minimizing the number of shuffling operations in a steel plant company commercial warehouse. The process of dispatching products consists of retrieving set of steel bar (SSB) from a floor stored stack or a special stacking frame by an overhead crane. To retrieve a targeted merchandise all SSB above targeted must be reshuffled. Proper assignment of storage locations is a key logistics problem for efficient order picking. We are comparing two heuristics, that do not require information of dispatching sequence of any stored products. We simulated the problem at hand with both methods. Our objective is to count the number of reshuffles using each heuristic on randomly generated examples and decide which is better in the long run. Our problem has similarities with storage assignment of steel plates or steel coils for minimization of reshuffling operations. The problem is also comparable to storage assignment of containers in a container yard. In our case we are dealing with a special stacking configuration of products, that demands different approach. We want to demonstrate which heuristic should be used in companies that lack necessary storage information infrastructure.
INTRODUCTION
All shuffling problems have in common rearrangement of items in a given configuration for possible access. Top items in a stack are reachable, while items below are not. There are two possible strategies to solve shuffling problem: pre-marshalling (a posteriori) and reshuffling (a priori). Placing all objects in exact sequence for later dispatchment, without the need for further reshuffling is called pre-marshalling. Rearranging only items above targeted item is called reshuffling. The advantage of pre-marshalling is that items can be quickly retrieved from a stack, but all items must be moved at least twice. In this paper pre-marshalling in not considered.
Order picking operations in a steel plant company consists of retrieving sets of steel bars (SSB) from a stack. SSB are moved by an overhead crane. To retrieve a targeted SSB inside a stack all sets above targeted must be reshuffled to other stacks. Shuffling operations do not add value but are necessary to order pick a specific product. Their contribution is estimated to over a half of total warehouse expenditure [5] . The key to the problem is to determine the stack to which reshuffled SSB should be reshuffled to, without the information of dispatch priority arrangement among SSB.
We could not find any previous references for this exact problem, but the work has been done on similar problems.
Kim et.al [4] presented paper on minimizing the number of relocations during pickup operation for block stacking. Two methods were presented. Firstly, Branch and bound algorithm and secondly, a decision rule heuristic based on probability with estimator for an expected number of additional relocations.
In steel plant industry Tang et. al. [6] studied item shuffling (IS) problem. The authors described two study cases, plate shuffling problem and coil shuffling problem. Linear program was formulated, and some special cases were studied, where they obtained algorithms with polynomial time. They created a greedy heuristic and later improved it with tabu search.
Wan et. al. [7] studied storage assignment of containers in a container yard. The authors formulated integer problem and later derived few heuristics. They dealt with both static problem to empty a given stack, without any new container arrival and dynamic, where they simulated arrival of new containers.
König et. al. [3] studied pre-marshalling problem of steel slab stacks. The items had to be moved in a specific time window. The goal was to rebuild slab stacks with minimal number of shuffles, so no further reshuffling was needed.
We are dealing with a comparable problem that has two different storing configurations and no information of the complete order picking sequence is demanded. Order picker must know only, where the next item is to be dispatched. This paper is structured as follows. In section two the problem is described in detail. In section three both heuristics are defined. In section four, results are presented, followed by conclusions in section five.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Steel bars are of various longitudinal sizes ranging from 3 to 6 meters. In cross section they can be either circular or rectangular shape. At the end of production line, bars with same attributes are wrapped together by wraps into a set. Set of steel bars (SSB) are floor stored in a special configuration or are stacked into a special stacking frame as shown in Figure 1 .
Floor stored SSB in perpendicular configuration are placed down parallel to one another approximately 1-2m away from each other. Every next tier has the same configuration as first but is rotated perpendicularly to previous. In that manner we can achieve a configuration as shown in Figure 1 (right). Maximum height of a stack is six tiers. Anything above six tiers would be dangerous for workers inside the steel plant and can cause damage to the shape of steel bars.
Other possibility is a special stacking frame, where SSB are all longitudinal orientated in the same way. There is no required space between SSB for stable configuration as in floor stored configuration. Each tier can store three SSB. Tiers are placed parallelly on one another. Maximum height of a stack is theoretically the size of stacking frames that give support, but in practice the height of a stack is usually the same as in floor stored configuration. Special stacking frame has also better space utilization in a warehouse area as floor stored configuration but requires additional infrastructure.
Mathematically it does not matter which storing configuration is used, because SSB are retrieved from both configurations in the same method. In order to retrieve a targeted SSB all SSB above targeted must be reshuffled. The algorithm for reshuffling is graphically presented in Figure 2 . It contains six logical steps, as follows: In the first step algorithm tries to retrieve SSB from a matrix. This can be done, if no SSB with lower priority is blocking SSB with the highest priority. In the second step algorithm returns positions of all possible SSB that can move without further shuffling. These are SSB that are stored at the top of each stack. Note that SSB can be moved only if the whole row above its position is empty. In the third step algorithm selects a SSB that will be moved. Both heuristics work in the same manner. SSB to be moved is always top SSB (from left to right in a row) in a stack that contains SSB with lowest total priority. In the fourth step algorithm return all genuine empty slots. Firstly, it looks for all empty slots inside the matrix, that can store SSB (no levitation is allowed). Next it discards empty slots that are in the same stack as selected SSB to be moved. In the fifth step an empty slot is selected. At this point the protocols of both heuristics diverges. LS heuristics chooses empty position that is in a stack which has most empty slots. NS heuristics chooses a stack that is nearest to the stack of selected SSB to be moved. Because of many possible layouts of stacks, random function is used for selection of nearest stack. In the last-six step selected SSB is reshuffled to the empty slot preferred by each heuristic.
Storing configuration has three attributes that describe its size. Number of tiers in a stack, number of SSB in a tier and number of stacks stored in a warehouse. These attributes are defined by the size of an array. Rows in an array represent tiers in a stack, columns represent number of SSB in a tier and aisles of an array represent number of stacks stored in a warehouse. Positive numbers in an array represent priority amongst SSB for dispatch, zeros or negative numbers represent empty space. Example of an optimal reshuffling operation for simplified case is presented in Figure 3 . As of now, no exact solution is known to authors on how to solve reshuffling operation optimally without examination of all possible outcomes of every single reshuffle. As number of SSB increases method for examination of all possible outcomes quickly becomes unfeasible, yet no proof of NP completeness of this exact problem was found. Avriel et. al. [1] proved that similar problem that deals with a stowage plan for container ship is NP-complete. They also displayed relationship between the stowage problem and colouring of circle graphs problem. In this article we compared two heuristics for reshuffling SSB problem. Both compared heuristics are solvable in real time. This paper is mostly meant for companies that lack sufficient infrastructure or IT support to determine an order by which SSB will be dispatched from warehouse. Because both heuristics do not require information about order picking schedule. To fully describe working environment of the scheme following assumptions are specified.
Assumptions
1. The problem at hand is assumed to be a static. Meaning, no new set of steel rods is being produced from production line while unloading is at play. 2. Slab stacks consists of 6 x 3 (tiers x number of SSB in tier) configuration because of safety considerations. 3. All stored SSB have assigned priority number that defines an order picking schedule of retrieval. Priority numbers are natural numbers from 1 to N. SSB with lowest natural number, has highest priority. These will be the first item to be dispatch from warehouse. 4. Priority numbers are unknown to the shuffling operation worker/system. SSB with lower priority than 1, can also change priority while reshuffling is in the process. 5. To solve the problem all SSB inside a warehouse must be dispatched.
III. PROPOSED HEURISTICS FOR STORAGE ASSIGNMENT
The whole logical cycle of reshuffling operations takes six steps as shown in Figure 2 . Our observed two heuristics deal with storage assignment, the fourth step of an algorithm. Heuristics choose one empty slot that should be used among all genuine empty slots.
A. Lowest-Slot heuristic
Lowest-Slot (LS) heuristic is used in some container yards without advanced information infrastructure [7] . It selects an empty slot from a stack that has the most empty slots. In this manner all SSB should be evenly spread across the stacks in the warehouse. It can occur, that more than one stack has the same number of empty slots. When this happens in real world the nearest stack should be selected. When this phenomenon occurs in our simulation, nearest stack is replicated by a random selection of a stack among the group with the same number of empty slots. As mentioned before shuffling operations of containers in a container yard is just a special case of shuffling operations of SSB. It was shown by Zhang [2] that the LS heuristic performs optimally if a container yard uses FIFO rule in each column separately.
To understand LS heuristic, Figure 4 displays the whole process of reshuffling SSB on a simple example. First, we must reshuffle a stack on the far left of a matrix, to reach a SSB with priority 1. Top most SSB has priority 10 which is the initial move. It is moved to the third stack, because it has 3 empty slots which is greater than second stack, which has 2 empty slots. Next SSB to be moved has a priority 8. Using LS heuristic, it can be moved either to second or third stack, because they have the same number of empty slots. Both scenarios are equally likely with 50% probability. With the same logic we can continue until we reach a state, where all SSB can be dispatched without further need of reshuffles. In the scenario 1 total number of reshuffles is 4. In scenario 2 total number of reshuffles is 3. 
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B. Nearest-Stack heuristic
Nearest-Stack (NS) heuristic tries to imitate the selection process of an empty slot by crane workers in a warehouse. They usually choose a stack that is nearest, in such manner all traveling distances of a crane are short. We simulated this decision-making process by a random selection of a stack. In the third step, algorithm returns all genuine empty slots. Empty slots, that have the same stack coordinates as selected SSB, are discarded. Further, when random generator selects a stack in a fourth step, coordinates of selected stack stay fixed until the stack runs out of empty slots or SSB with highest priority can be dispatched. When this occurs, new random stack is selected from a group. This selection process continues until all SSB are dispatched from a given configuration. Randomness in decision-making process ensures that there will be both good and bad decisions.
To understand NS heuristic, Figure 5 displays the whole process of reshuffling SSB on a simple example. Firstly, we start by selecting SSB with priority 10, because it is the first SSB to be moved, that is above SSB with highest priority. It can be moved either to second or third stack. Random generator selects one of the possible stacks. There is 50% chance for either of scenarios 1 or 2, to occur. For scenario 2 there is only one possible way, how reshuffles will resolve. For scenario 1 there is one more fork after SSB with priority 1, 2 and 3 are dispatched. Therefor there are in total three end scenarios (1.1, 1.2 and 2) how NS heuristic resolves given configuration. 
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IV. RESULTS
We ran many numerical simulations of both LS and NS heuristics. Each iteration we generated 30 random arrays and specified the number of stacks and the number of empty slots. In this manner we compared the performance on four different occupancy levels, by changing the number of empty slots and at each occupancy level we simulated different number of stacks ranging from 2 to 20. The maximum number of tiers in a stack was 6, as is standardised in a steel plant company. In each row there were 3 openings for either empty slots or SSB.
For each repetition we calculated the average number of reshuffles and one standard deviation from the average. The results from numerical simulations are represented in Table 1 . From the results it is clear that LS heuristic outperforms NS heuristic. For occupancy level of 33% the relative average reduction of number of reshuffles is 56%. At 50% occupancy level reduction of number of reshuffles is 48%. At 67% occupancy level there is 33% reduction and at 83% occupancy level there is on average 17% reduction. The higher the occupancy of the warehouse the lower is the reduction of reshuffles. The results are displayed in Table 2 . The results from Table 1 are graphically represented in Figure 5 . The green line with diamond pattern represents NS heuristic, the blue line with square patterns represent LS heuristic. Both heuristics have linear trend line of complexity growth.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
This study addressed the problem of reshuffling SSB in a steel pant company that does not have storing information system. Two approaches were described on assigning storage locations for reshuffled SSB. The performance of both LS and NS heuristics were compared on many numerical experiments. Simulation was done on four different occupancy levels of a warehouse. For each occupancy level the number of stacks ranged from 2 to 20. The comparisons showed that LS heuristics outperforms NS heuristics by 56% on average for occupancy level of 33%, 48% on average for occupancy level of 50%, 33% on average for occupancy level of 67% and 17% on average for occupancy level of 83%.
The problem dealt with was static. Meaning that no new SSB came in to a warehouse from a production line. Further research topic should include dynamic problem, also other possible configurations of items should be studied. All these decision-making problems for storage location assignment of SSB will be challenging topics for future studies. 
